Stone Hill
The leaves across
the Twin Cities and
Minnesota are beginning to turn and that

Acanthus Fireplace Surround
with Over Mantel

can only mean one
thing...the cooler
temperatures are
here! Not to worry
though, there is still
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Vicenza’s philosophy of creating decorative hardware is
to infuse the concept of jew-

elry with a variety of metals
and colors. The result is a
refreshing and distinctive line
of hardware, or rather
“cabinet jewelry”, that has
never been offered before.
This unique decorative hardware is inspired by old-world
craftsmanship and each of
the solid pewter pieces is
handcrafted in the U.S.A. by
master craftsmen specifically

stone fireplace sur-

great to cozy up to

In our pursuit to provide quality
safes and storage vaults for all
of our clientele base, Nob Hill is

all winter long. Order an existing design or create your
own masterpiece.
Stop by the showroom and see what
we can do for you!
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for each order. Every piece
will embody subtle differences which is the result of
each step of the manufacturing process being performed
by hand, using centuries old

craftsmanship and unique
designs blend together to
make Vicenza a great choice
for your personal hardware
statement. They offer hundreds of designs ranging from
the whimsical to the classically elegant. Some collections include: bamboo, animal, western theme, fruit and
vegetable designs, natural
collections and many other
patters. Please stop by our
showroom and see for your-

techniques combined with
modern technology. Quality

self all that Vicenza has to
offer.

Safes by

custom natural

fireplace that is so
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Fun New Items from VICENZA

time to order your

round to update that
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currently offering another brand
of safes. The Gardall Safe Corporation has been in the safe

www.nobhillhardware.com

business for over 50 years and
is recognized as a manufacturer
of premium quality safes and
security devices. These safes
provide protection of your
valuables and vital records in
the occurrence of fire or theft.
For decades, Gardall has been
dedicated to building the
toughest, most secure, safes,
depositories, and lock-boxes.
They offer a variety of styles

and sizes to meet your security needs. Please stop by or
call today to find out more

about our Gardall safes and
how they can help protect
your most valuable possessions.

7630 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis, MN 55426

763-225-8794

